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Introduction:  Lunar dome is a domical like struc-

ture mainly distributed in the lunar mare, and many 

lunar scientists think that it is the result of the lunar 

volcanism several billion years ago[1]. Traditionally, 

most lunar domes are identified by the scientists from 

exploring the lunar images or topographic maps in very 

low sun elevation angle with manual method, which 

has found out some lunar domes in specific local areas. 

However, it is hard to find new lunar domes from the 

global lunar mare only with manual method, because in 

that case, much larger volume lunar data is needed and 

such work is too time consumed. To solve this problem, 

in this approach, we designed a automatic method con-

sidering the morphologic characteristics to identify the 

lunar dome with Chang’E2(CE-2) lunar global data, 

after that, this method is implemented in the real work 

and the initial identified result with properties is ana-

lyzed. The method and result of this approach could be 

a guide for the lunar dome identification and also might 

be useful for the lunar vocalism study. 

Data and Method:  DOM and DEM from CE-2 

global lunar data with a resolution of 7m is used in the 

work of lunar dome identification[2]. Based on the data, 

we calculated the morphologic properties of the lunar 

domes provided by the former research[3], and get the 

initial parameters for lunar dome identification, such as, 

the diameter of the domes is ranged from 3m to 25km; 

the average slope of dome is about 5 degree, and nor-

mally lower than 10 degree; the shape of lunar dome is 

similar to circular or eclipse, the circular degree is 

normally less than 1.57 degree; the height of lunar 

dome is normally lower than 1km; the profile of a lunar 

dome is presented as positive land form, pan-cake like 

and sometimes vent appears in the center place; the 

height/diameter is normally no more than 0.07. After 

that, topographic contours on with the CE-2 DEM data 

are generated, by selecting the closure contours and 

neglecting those disclosures, irregular ones and craters; 

input the initial morphologic parameters then the poss-

ible lunar domes are roughly selected. 

Initial Result:  With the CE-2 data and dome de-

tecting method, 57 new lunar domes were found from 

the global lunar mare, and 7 of which are found to be 

located on the lunar far-side. After that, the new found 

lunar domes and the available lunar domes were named 

and located on a CE-2 global lunar map, the spatial 

distribution of the lunar domes are shown as Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1 Result of the detected lunar domes
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